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Objective: To measure the variability of T1r relaxation times using CubeQuant, T2 relaxation times using
quantitative double echo in steady state (DESS), and normalized sodium signals using 3D cones sodium
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of knee cartilage in vivo at 3 T.
Design: Eight healthy subjects were scanned at 3 T at baseline, 1 day, 5 months, and 1 year. Ten regions of
interest (ROIs) of knee cartilage were segmented in the medial and lateral compartments of each sub-
ject's knee. T1r and T2 relaxation times and normalized sodium signals were measured and the root-
mean-square coefﬁcient of variation (CVRMS) was calculated. Intra-subject variability was measured
over short, moderate and long-term, as well as intra-observer and inter-observer variability.
Results: The average intra-subject CVRMS measurements over short, moderate, and long-term time pe-
riods were 4.6%, 6.1%, and 6.0% for the T1r measurements, 6.4%, 9.3%, and 10.7% for the T2 measurements
and 11.3%, 11.6%, and 12.9% for the sodium measurements, respectively. The average CVRMS measure-
ments for intra-observer and inter-observer segmentation were 3.8% and 5.7% for the T1r measurements,
4.7% and 6.7% for the T2 measurements, and 8.1% and 11.4% for the sodium measurements, respectively.
Conclusions: These CVRMS measurements are substantially lower than previously measured changes
expected in patients with advanced osteoarthritis compared to healthy volunteers, suggesting that
CubeQuant T1r, quantitative DESS T2 and 3D cones sodium measurements are sufﬁciently sensitive for
in vivo cartilage studies.
© 2014 Osteoarthritis Research Society International. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.Introduction
Osteoarthritis (OA) causes disability for 10% of people over 60
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ternational. Published by Elsevier Lbiochemical and structural changes to the articular cartilage2. Since
the degeneration of articular cartilage is largely irreversible, early
detection of OA is critical3. Quantitative magnetic resonance im-
aging (MRI) is a promising, noninvasive method for early detection
of OA because it can assess joint physiology before morphological
changes occur3e5.
T1r and T2 relaxation times and sodium (Naþ) MRI are MRI pa-
rameters that are correlated with cartilage macromolecules. The
two main macromolecules in cartilage are proteoglycans (PG) and
collagen. Early stages of OA are associated with a loss of PG and
changes in collagen structure6. The spin-lattice relaxation time in
the rotating frame, T1r, is strongly inversely correlated with PG
content (R2 ¼ 0.85, P < 0.001)7. The spinespin relaxation time, T2,
may be correlated with collagen structure8 and water content
(R2 ¼ 0.89, P < 0.001)9. Sodium is the positive ion correlated withtd. All rights reserved.
Table I
Summary of subject demographics
n ¼ 8 Demographics
Age Sex Height (m) Weight (kg) BMI (kg/m2)
Subjects 28.1 ± 4.5 M ¼ 6 1.8 ± 0.1 68.2 ± 11.9 22.1 ± 2.8
C.D. Jordan et al. / Osteoarthritis and Cartilage 22 (2014) 1559e15671560glycosaminoglycan (GAG), which is a negatively charged side chain
of PG10e13. Sodium signal loss has shown a strong linear correlation
with PG loss (R2 ¼ 0.85, P < 0.01)14.
Changes in T1r, T2, and sodium caused by advanced OA can be on
the order of 5e10%15,16. Previous studies measured increases in T1r
relaxation times of 14.2% in vivo17 and 30e120% ex vivo15 in oste-
oarthritic cartilage, suggesting a loss of PG. Similarly, prior work
measured increases inT2 relaxation times of 9.4%16 to 14.1% in vivo17
and 5e50% ex vivo15. Previous work has measured decreases in
sodium signal intensity of 20e40% in vivo. Since the changes caused
by OA can be small, on the order of 5e10%15,16, it is important to
estimate the variability in quantitative MR parameters.
Many groups have studied the variability of T1r, T2, and sodium
measurements using a variety of different sequences. For example,
three studies recently analyzed T1r relaxation times and reported
either the coefﬁcients of variation (CV), or the root-mean-square
(RMS) CVs (CVRMS), which ranged from CVRMS values of 7e19%18,
regional CVs of 1.7e8.7%19, and CVRMS values of 2.2e5.9% to
4.8e8.8%20. Several groups analyzed T2 measurements and re-
ported CVRMS values of 4e14%18, CVRMS average values of 6e29%21,
and CVRMS values 4.0e6.2% to 4.2e8.5%20. Several studies calcu-
lated sodium measurements and found CVRMS values of
7.5e13.6%22, within-subjects CVs of 2.2e13.8%23, and variability
that ranged from 3.0% to 8.6%24. The CVs from these previous
studies are typically less than 20% and may vary due to many fac-
tors such as the study design, subject population, or sequences.
This paper investigates three novel sequences that confer
certain advantages. CubeQuant T1r is a novel, signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR)-efﬁcient, 5-min sequence that can determine 3D T1r relaxa-
tion times25. Many groups measure T1r relaxation times using 3D
T1r gradient recalled echo (GRE) sequences26 or modiﬁed GRE se-
quences, such as a T1r-prepared balanced-GRE27, a spin-lock-based
3D GRE sequence28, or the Magnetization-Prepared Angle-modu-
lated Partitioned-k-space Spoiled gradient recalled (SPGR)
Sequence (MAPSS)19. Quantitative double echo in steady state
(DESS) is a 10min steady-state free precession (SSFP) sequence that
can provide T2 relaxation times29,30. A previous in vivo study
showed strong correlation between DESS T2 measurement and SE
(Pearson product-moment coefﬁcient 0.989; mean absolute dif-
ference 1.8%)30; this version of DESS uses four echoes and three-
dimensional solution space to ﬁt T2 relaxation times. The Osteoar-
thritis Initiative (OAI) uses DESS with water excitation (DESSwe);
but the data cannot be used to calculate T2 relaxation times and
diffusivity31. In addition to providing morphological images that
distinguish ﬂuid and cartilage, quantitative DESS can also calculate
T2 relaxation times without diffusion effects and has the potential
to calculate apparent diffusion coefﬁcient (ADC) values30,32. Other
groups have measured T2 relaxation times using a 2D multi-section
multi-echo (MSME) sequence18, multi-echo (ME) turbo spin-echo
(TSE) sequence21, or MAPSS20. We measure sodium signal in-
tensity using a 3D cones k-space trajectory with a short echo time
(TE). The 3D cones sequence requires fewer readouts than a Car-
tesian sequence does because each readout covers a signiﬁcant
portion of k-space rapidly33,34. Other methods often used for so-
dium imaging include twisted projection imaging (TPI)35 or radial
trajectories36.
Since these sequences are novel techniques, there is a need to
comprehensively validate the variability of T1r relaxation times
using CubeQuant, T2 relaxation times using quantitative DESS, and
sodium signal intensity using 3D cones. Furthermore, previous
studies of T1r, T2, and sodium measurements typically only calcu-
late short-term variability and intra-subject variability. We inves-
tigated these three novel sequences using year-long intra-subject
variability studies, and a substantial analysis on the variability of
segmentation and post-processing. The purpose of this workwas tocalculate intra-subject variability over short, moderate, and long-
term periods, variability of segmentation due to observer differ-
ences, and intra-session variability. We aim to quantify the vari-
ability of these techniques to determine if they are sufﬁciently
sensitive for in vivo cartilage studies, such as the progression of OA.Methods
Data acquisition
We scanned the knees of eight healthy subjects (six males, two
females, mean age 28.1 ± 4.5 years, mean Body Mass Index
(BMI) ¼ 22.1 ± 2.8 kg/m2) at baseline, 1 day, approximately 5
months (5.2 ± 2.4 months), and 1 year (11.7 ± 0.3 months) later, all
in the evening (Table I). Due to scheduling conﬂicts, we were not
able to scan one subject at 1 year and two subjects at 5 months.
Informed consent was obtained after the procedure had been
explained, and the studies were conducted in accordance with the
guidelines of the human ethics committee. All datasets were ac-
quired on two MR750 3 T scanners (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI).
CubeQuant T1r and DESS images were acquired with a volume-
transmit, 8-channel receive knee coil (Invivo Inc., Gainesville, FL).
Cones sodium images and a second set of co-registered proton DESS
images were acquired using a custom-built dual-tuned sodium/
proton four-ring birdcage knee coil, consisting of a low pass bird-
cage center section and two half high pass outer proton sections37.
We tightly padded the knees of the subjects in the coils with sponge
pads to minimize patient movement.Scan parameters
We acquired the CubeQuant T1r, quantitative DESS T2, and so-
dium image data all in the sagittal plane. T1r relaxation times were
measured using a magnetization-prepared pseudo-steady-state 3D
fast spin-echo (FSE) sequence called CubeQuant with a 500 Hz
spin-lock frequency pulse, repetition time (TR) ¼ 1228 ms, 90 ﬂip
angle, partial k-space acquisition using 0.5 averages, a resolution of
0.5 mm 0.625mm 3mm, four time spin-lock (TSL) durations of
0 ms, 10 ms, 30 ms, and 60 ms, and a total scan time of 5:49 min25.
T2 relaxation times were measured using the quantitative DESS
sequence38,39, an SSFP sequence with acquisition echoes on either
side of an unbalanced gradient. Four magnitude images (two
echoes per acquisition) are obtained by acquiring two 3D quanti-
tative DESS scans: one with a small diffusion gradient and a large
ﬂip angle, and the other with a large diffusion gradient and small
ﬂip angle. The low diffusion pair had a large ﬂip angle of 35 and
gradient of 34.66 ms  mT/m on all three axes. The high diffusion
pair had an 18 ﬂip angle and gradient of 138.4 ms  mT/m on all
three axes30. The ﬁrst TE was 9 ms and the second effective TE was
43 ms, since the second echo was measured from the previous RF
pulse30. The quantitative DESS sequence had a TR ¼ 26 ms, 1
average, a resolution of 0.625 mm  0.625 mm  3 mm, and a total
scan time of 9:40 min. Sodium images were obtained using a non-
Cartesian spoiled gradient-echo sequence with the 3D cones k-
space trajectory34 with TE¼ 0.6 ms, TR¼ 35ms, a readout duration
of 24 ms, 70 ﬂip angle, 28 averages, a resolution of
1.25 mm  1.25 mm  4.0 mm, and a total scan time of 21:33 min.
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We calculated the MR parameter maps for all three sequences
and segmented the knee cartilage on a proton DESS image. T1r
relaxation times were calculated pixel-wise using a mono-
exponential ﬁt in OsiriX. T2 relaxation times were generated from
the four DESS images for each pixel by an OsiriX software tool that
ﬁts the signals to a three-dimensional solution space created using
the Wu-Buxton signal model for a range of T1, T2, and ADC
values30,40. Sodium signal intensities were measured and normal-
ized to the popliteal artery signal. Manual segmentation on a single
slice in the lateral (L) and medial (M) compartments of a single
DESS image produced the following regions of interest (ROIs):
anterior (AF), central (CF), and posterior (PF) femoral cartilage and
anterior (AT) and posterior (PT) tibial cartilage. Themedial slicewas
the slice closest to the midline of the leg with continuous medial
femoral cartilage. The lateral slice was the slice closest to the
midline of the leg with continuous lateral femoral cartilage. The
segmentation technique is shown on a DESS image (Fig. 1). The
femoral cartilage is split into the lateral anterior (LAF), central (LCF)
and posterior (LPF) regions16. The tibial cartilage is bisected into
lateral anterior (LAT) and posterior (LPT) tibial cartilage. The same
convention was followed for the medial cartilage. If the volunteer
moved in between scans, ROIs were moved accordingly. Bone and
ﬂuid were excluded in all ROIs.Data analysis
The metric of variability is the CV, the standard deviation of the
measurements divided by the mean. The mean signal of each ROI
for each subject was calculated at each time point. For each subject,
we computed the CV for each category of variability for each ROI.
The root-mean-square CV (CVRMS) was determined by taking the
square root of the mean of the sum of the CV's squared of the eight
subjects for each ROI, CVRMS ¼ S√(CV)2/n, where n ¼ number of
subjects41. Finally, we calculated the average, minimum, andFig. 1. Typical segmentation is shown in the lateral compartment of a healthy subject's
knee cartilage on a DESS image. The femoral cartilage is split into the lateral anterior
(LAF), central (LCF) and posterior (LPF) femoral cartilage such that the central cartilage
is conﬁned within ±30 of a normal vector to the tibial cartilage. The tibial cartilage is
bisected into lateral anterior (LAT) and posterior (LPT) tibial cartilage. The same
convention was followed for the medial cartilage.maximum CVRMS and the 95% conﬁdence intervals (CI) amongst all
10 ROIs to provide a simpliﬁed estimate of the variability of each
technique, so that the CVRMS was not speciﬁc for any one ROI.
Deﬁnitions of variability
Variability is deﬁned as the precision of results under different
conditions41. We deﬁne short-term intra-subject variability to be
the variability that results from scanning the same subject on
consecutive days. Moderate-term intra-subject variability is the
variability of scanning the subject at baseline and approximately 5
months later. We deﬁne long-term intra-subject variability to be
the variability of scanning the same subject at baseline and
approximately 1 year later. Intra-observer variability is deﬁned as
the variability of the measurements after a single observer seg-
ments the same slice twice. Adjacent-slice variability is the vari-
ability between the original slice and an adjacent slice in each
compartment. Inter-observer variability is the variability after
different observers segment the same slices from the same scan.
Intra-session variability is the variability within a single session.
Intra-session variability calculations
We analyzed three aspects of intra-session variability: (1)
consecutive scans without repositioning, (2) consecutive scansFig. 2. The average CVRMS (±standard deviation) for each parameter and technique
amongst the 10 ROIs are grouped next to each other in two categories: intra-subject
variability due to short, moderate, and long-term time periods and the post-
processing segmentation variability due to intra-observer, adjacent-slice, and inter-
observer variability for (A) T1r, (B) T2, and (C) sodium measurements. All CVRMS
measurements are substantially lower than the changes expected due to advanced
osteoarthritis10,17.
Fig. 3. DESS images and MR parameter maps of T1r, T2, and sodium of a single subject are shown at baseline (ﬁrst row), 1 day (second row), 5 months (third row), and 1 year later
(fourth row). The measurements are stable over time with an average CV of 6.0%, 10.7%, and 12.9% for T1r, T2, and sodium intra-subject measurements, respectively, over 1 year.
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scanned a ninth subject (34F, left knee) twice consecutively, repo-
sitioned the subject, and then scanned a third time, immediately.
The same ROIs were used for the consecutive scans, and the third
scan was re-segmented by the same observer. Noise simulations
were performed on a single scan and ROI by adding increasing
levels of complex Gaussian noise to each of the magnitude of the
source images. This was done 100 times per technique, and then
the magnitude of the summation was taken42. The T1r, T2, and so-
dium measurements of the noisy images were then calculated and
the CV was computed comparing the parameters generated from
the noisy source images to the parameters from the original source
images. The T1r and T2 relaxation times and the normalized sodium
signals were calculated in the lateral anterior femoral region. The
CVwasmeasured for each parameter as a function of the SNR of the
source image with the highest SNR in the set of images.Results
All average CVRMS measurements were substantially lower than
changes expected in OA, from prior studies (Fig. 2)10,17. The images
shown at baseline, 1 day later, 5 months, and 1 year later demon-
strate the consistency of measurements over time (Fig. 3). This istrue for all subjects, shown by themeasurements of all regions of all
subjects plotted in gray, and the mean and standard deviation
plotted in black (Fig. 4).CubeQuant T1r variability
The average CVRMS of T1r relaxation times using CubeQuant was
less than 5.7% for all types of variability. We measured the average
CVRMS, 95% CI, and ranges of minimum and maximum CVRMS
amongst the 10 cartilage ROIs (Table II). For intra-subject variability,
the average CVRMS [minimumemaximum] of short-term variability
was 4.6%[2.2e8.6%], the average moderate-term CVRMS was 6.1%
[4.5e8.6%], and the average long-term CVRMS was 6.0%[3.1e8.4%].
For the variability of segmentation, the average intra-observer
CVRMS was 3.8%[2.1e6.3%], the average adjacent-slice CVRMS was
4.5%[3.0e8.6%], and the average inter-observer CVRMS was 5.7%
[2.7e10.5%].Quantitative DESS T2 variability
Using quantitative DESS, the average CVRMS of T2 relaxation
times was 12.7% or less for all types of variability. We measured the
average CVRMS, 95% CI, and ranges of minimum and maximum
Fig. 4. The measurements of all regions of the healthy subject's cartilage are shown in
gray. The mean and standard deviation of the eight subjects are shown in black. The 10
ROIs are grouped into the medial and lateral femoral and tibial compartments for
simplicity. These graphs show the consistency of the measurements over time for (A)
T1r, (B) T2, and (C) sodium measurements.
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variability, the average CVRMS [minimumemaximum] of short-
term variability was 6.3%[3.6e10.6%], the average moderate-term
CVRMS was 9.3%[5.1e12.7%], and the average long-term CVRMS was
10.7%[6.7e12.9%]. For the variability of segmentation, the average
intra-observer CVRMS was 4.7%[2.6e10.1%], the average adjacent-
slice CVRMS was 6.6%[3.9e10.6%], and the average inter-observer
CVRMS was 6.7%[2.8e11.6%].
Cones sodium variability
For the 3D cones sodiummeasurements, the average CVRMS was
12.7% or less for all types of variability. Amongst the 10 cartilage
ROIs, we measured the average CVRMS, 95% CI, and ranges of min-
imum and maximum CVRMS (Table IV). For intra-subject variability,
the average CVRMS [minimumemaximum] of short-term variability
was 11.3%[8.0e17.7%], the average moderate-term CVRMS was 11.6%
[4.5e14.9%], and the average long-term CVRMS was 12.9%
[7.5e24.1%]. For the variability due to segmentation, the average
intra-observer CVRMS was 8.1%[3.8e14.0%], the average adjacent-
slice CVRMS was 8.3%[5.3e12.2%], and the average inter-observer
CVRMS was 11.4%[4.2e18.5%].
Intra-session variability results
We calculated the average CV of the intra-session variability
measurements over all 10 ROIs to be 9.2% or less. The CV of the
single subject who was scanned twice, repositioned, and scanned a
third time, demonstrates a remaining source of variability (Fig. 5).
The average CV [minimumemaximum] amongst the 10 ROIs after
scanning the same subject consecutively was 1.9%[0.0e4.6%], 2.8%
[0.2e5.6%], and 7.3%[1.1e19.9%] for T1r, T2, and sodium measure-
ments, respectively. After repositioning the subject, the average CV
amongst the 10 ROIs was 3.0%[0.7e6.8%], 5.2%[1.0e14.0%], and 9.2%
[0.2e22.2%] for T1r, T2, and sodium measurements, respectively.
The Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate that variability increases
as SNR of the source images decreases (Fig. 6). The CV of the
measurements from the noisy source images compared to the
measurements from the original source images is calculated as a
function of the SNR of the source image with the highest SNR. The
SNR of the original source image with the highest SNR is marked
along the curve to demonstrate the expected CV for a typical scan.
At these data points, the CVs were 2.3% for the T1r measurements,
0.7% for the T2 measurements, and 1.5% for the sodium sequence.
Discussion
In summary, we found that CubeQuant T1r, quantitative DESS T2,
and cones sodium measurements have similar variability as pre-
vious studies using different sequences, and that the average CVRMS
for each technique is substantially lower than the percentage
changes previously measured in several in vivo studies in osteoar-
thritic cartilage10,17. We calculated nine types of variability, which
include the short, moderate and long-term intra-subject variability
and the segmentation variability from intra-observer, adjacent-
slice and inter-observer differences. Intra-session variability was
calculated due to the effects of repositioning after scanning
consecutively, and the effect of variation due to noise alone.
Our average CVRMS measurements are comparable to other
published literature CVRMS and CV measurements. Our average
CVRMS measurements of T1r ranged from 4.6% to 6.1% for intra-
subject variability and 3.8e5.7% for post-processing segmentation
variability. Our average CVRMS measurements are within the range
of previously reported measurements of short-term intra-subject
variability, which have CVs of 7e19% in a multi-center trial18,
Table II
Variability measurements of T1r relaxation times due to intra-subject and post-processing differences
ROI Intra-subject
Short-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-subject
Moderate-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-subject
Long-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-observer
CVRMS (95% CI)
Adjacent-slice
CVRMS (95% CI)
Inter-observer
CVRMS (95% CI)
MEAN 4.6 (3.6, 5.7) 6.1 (5.4, 6.9) 6.0 (4.8, 7.1) 3.8 (2.9, 4.7) 4.5 (3.5, 5.5) 5.7 (4.3, 7.0)
MAF 5.2 (3.1, 7.4) 8.6 (4.6, 12.5) 7.2 (4.6, 9.9) 3.7 (2.4, 5.0) 3.9 (2.6, 5.3) 4.7 (2.2, 7.2)
MCF 3.7 (1.9, 5.5) 6.1 (2.9, 9.3) 6.4 (4.0, 8.8) 3.0 (1.7, 4.2) 4.8 (3.1, 6.6) 10.5 (4.2, 16.8)
MPF 4.5 (2.1, 7.0) 5.7 (3.8, 7.6) 6.0 (3.6, 8.4) 2.2 (1.0, 3.3) 4.4 (2.5, 6.3) 2.7 (1.5, 4.0)
MAT 8.6 (3.8, 13.4) 5.2 (2.7, 7.7) 6.9 (4.6, 9.1) 6.4 (3.7, 9.0) 4.4 (2.4, 6.4) 4.0 (2.2, 5.7)
MPT 5.3 (3.1, 7.5) 5.1 (1.9, 8.3) 3.2 (1.5, 4.8) 5.2 (3.0, 7.4) 8.6 (4.7, 12.6) 5.0 (2.7, 7.2)
LAF 4.7 (3.3, 6.1) 6.8 (4.0, 2.7) 5.3 (2.5, 8.1) 2.4 (1.2, 3.7) 5.0 (1.7, 4.6) 5.9 (3.5, 8.4)
LCF 2.2 (1.3, 3.1) 5.7 (4.1, 9.5) 4.8 (2.2, 7.4) 4.8 (2.4, 7.2) 3.0 (3.0, 7.0) 5.6 (3.1, 8.2)
LPF 2.9 (1.5, 4.4) 7.3 (4.4, 7.3) 3.0 (2.2, 4.0) 2.4 (1.3, 3.6) 4.6 (1.3, 4.7) 8.0 (3.0, 12.9)
LAT 4.8 (2.5, 7.0) 6.5 (3.0, 10.2) 8.2 (4.2, 12.3) 2.7 (1.3, 4.1) 3.2 (2.4, 6.8) 4.9 (2.7, 7.2)
LPT 4.5 (2.1, 6.9) 4.5 (2.3, 10.1) 8.4 (4.6, 12.2) 5.3 (3.0, 7.6) 2.2 (1.7, 4.7) 5.2 (3.2, 7.2)
Table III
Variability measurements of T2 relaxation times due to intra-subject and post-processing differences
ROI Intra-subject
Short-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-subject
Moderate-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-subject
Long-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-observer
CVRMS (95% CI)
Adjacent-slice
CVRMS (95% CI)
Inter-observer
CVRMS (95% CI)
MEAN 6.3 (5.0, 7.7) 9.3 (7.8, 10.9) 10.7 (9.6, 11.8) 4.7 (3.4, 6.1) 6.6 (5.2, 8.0) 6.7 (5.0, 8.4)
MAF 5.9 (3.0, 8.9) 9.8 (5.0, 14.7) 6.7 (4.3, 9.1) 3.3 (1.7, 4.9) 7.6 (4.0, 11.3) 7.4 (3.4, 11.3)
MCF 6.6 (3.8, 9.4) 10.8 (6.6, 15.2) 11.7 (5.8, 17.6) 5.7 (2.9, 8.6) 5.7 (4.1, 7.2) 7.2 (4.4, 10.0)
MPF 5.3 (3.4, 7.3) 7.0 (5.1, 9.0) 10.9 (8.0, 13.6) 2.6 (1.6, 3.7) 6.9 (4.4, 9.3) 2.9 (1.5, 4.2)
MAT 3.9 (2.5, 5.3) 9.0 (3.8, 14.2) 10.6 (5.9, 15.4) 5.7 (3.5, 8.0) 4.0 (2.4, 5.6) 4.6 (3.0, 6.2)
MPT 7.1 (4.8, 9.3) 12.7 (5.1, 18.7) 8.9 (5.6, 12.2) 10.1 (4.8, 15.3) 9.7 (5.7, 13.6) 11.6 (4.7, 18.5)
LAF 3.6 (1.7, 5.5) 11.1 (3.9, 18.3) 10.6 (6.5, 14.8) 3.0 (1.9, 4.2) 5.3 (3.0, 7.6) 6.1 (3.7, 8.5)
LCF 6.9 (4.5, 9.4) 6.5 (6.7, 9.9) 12.9 (8.6, 17.2) 3.8 (1.9, 5.6) 10.6 (5.6, 15.5) 5.2 (2.5, 8.0)
LPF 4.5 (2.5, 6.4) 12.0 (4.1, 18.3) 11.4 (6.0, 16.9) 5.5 (2.4, 8.5) 3.9 (2.2, 5.6) 4.6 (2.3, 7.0)
LAT 9.1 (6.3, 11.8) 5.1 (3.0, 6.9) 11.1 (7.0, 15.3) 3.2 (1.9, 4.4) 5.0 (2.8, 7.3) 10.7 (5.8, 15.6)
LPT 11.0 (6.3, 14.9) 9.0 (5.2, 12.8) 12.2 (6.3, 18.1) 4.5 (2.7, 6.3) 7.1 (3.9, 10.4) 7.0 (2.9, 11.1)
Table IV
Variability measurements of Naþ due to intra-subject and post-processing differences
ROI Intra-subject
Short-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-subject
Moderate-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-subject
Long-term CVRMS (95% CI)
Intra-observer
CVRMS (95% CI)
Adjacent-slice
CVRMS (95% CI)
Inter-observer
CVRMS (95% CI)
MEAN 11.3 (9.3, 13.4) 11.6 (9.7, 13.6) 12.9 (9.5, 16.3) 8.1 (6.3, 9.9) 8.3 (6.9, 9.7) 11.4 (8.6, 14.3)
MAF 14.4 (9.8, 19.2) 14.9 (9.5, 20.3) 20.3 (10.0, 30.6) 11.1 (8.5, 13.7) 10.7 (6.0, 15.4) 16.0 (11.4, 20.7)
MCF 12.8 (7.9, 17.8) 12.8 (5.0, 20.6) 9.9 (6.2, 13.6) 6.2 (3.4, 9.0) 6.8 (3.5, 10.0) 7.8 (4.7, 10.9)
MPF 8.6 (4.7, 12.6) 11.6 (7.0, 16.3) 9.2 (4.4, 14.0) 6.1 (3.6, 8.6) 8.8 (6.7, 10.9) 12.9 (7.1, 18.8)
MAT 8.0 (4.8, 11.2) 10.2 (5.8, 14.8) 12.2 (8.9, 15.5) 8.9 (4.4, 13.5) 12.2 (5.9, 18.0) 18.5 (9.7, 27.4)
MPT 10.4 (5.5, 15.3) 12.7 (5.9, 19.5) 11.8 (7.0, 16.6) 7.9 (4.0, 11.8) 10.4 (3.9, 14.9) 16.9 (10.5, 23.2)
LAF 17.7 (7.8, 27.6) 4.5 (2.8, 6.3) 24.1 (10.6, 37.5) 3.8 (2.4, 5.3) 5.3 (3.9, 6.9) 10.5 (6.0, 15.0)
LCF 13.9 (8.3, 19.6) 12.7 (6.6, 18.8) 7.5 (4.6, 10.3) 8.3 (5.4, 11.2) 6.8 (3.8, 9.9) 9.6 (5.9, 13.3)
LPF 9.6 (4.9, 14.2) 14.3 (5.8, 22.8) 10.6 (6.4, 14.8) 14.0 (7.1, 20.9) 5.7 (4.0, 7.5) 8.6 (5.5, 11.8)
LAT 9.6 (5.5, 13.8) 8.6 (4.2, 13.1) 8.2 (5.0, 11.5) 5.9 (4.2, 7.6) 7.4 (3.3, 11.4) 4.2 (2.3, 6.1)
LPT 8.1 (3.8, 12.5) 13.8 (4.5, 23.1) 15.4 (8.5, 22.2) 8.6 (4.8, 12.3) 9.1 (4.6, 13.6) 9.3 (5.1, 13.5)
Fig. 5. The average CV amongst 10 ROIs of a single subject who was scanned twice
consecutively, repositioned, and then scanned a third time demonstrates a remaining
baseline source of variability.
C.D. Jordan et al. / Osteoarthritis and Cartilage 22 (2014) 1559e156715641.7e8.7% in a healthy volunteer study19 and 2.2e5.9% in a morning
scan to 4.8e8.8% in an evening scan of healthy volunteers20. Since
we scanned healthy subjects instead of patients, and we scanned at
the same center for all scans, these factors may contribute to the
substantially high variability of our T1r results. A previous study
found no signiﬁcant difference due to diurnal variation in T1r or T2
measurements between morning and evening scans, so although
we might expect somewhat more variation, the time of day might
not be a signiﬁcant factor20. The average CVRMS measurements of T2
ranged from 6.3% to 10.7% for intra-subject variability and 4.7e6.7%
for post-processing segmentation variability. Our measurements
are again similar to previously reported measurements of the
short-term intra-subject variability of T2, which ranged from 4% to
14%18, regional CVs ranged from6% to 29%21 and CVs of 4.0e6.2% for
a morning scan to 4.2e8.5% for evening scans, respectively20. Our
average CVRMSmeasurements of sodium ranged from11.3% to 12.9%
for intra-subject variability and 8.1e11.4% for post-processing seg-
mentation variability. Our results are similar to or somewhat higher
than previously reported CVRMS ranges of 7.5e13.6% for six healthy
Fig. 6. Monte Carlo simulations were performed by adding increasing factors of
complex Gaussian noise to each of the magnitude source images for all sequences and
then taking the magnitude of the summation. Each color represents one of the 100
simulations. The T1r, T2, and sodium measurements were calculated and the CV was
computed for the (A) T1r, (B) T2, and (C) sodium measurements. These graphs
demonstrate that the variability increases as the noise levels increase and the SNR of
the source images decreases. The typical SNR of the source image with the highest SNR
is plotted along the curve, as indicated by the asterisk.
C.D. Jordan et al. / Osteoarthritis and Cartilage 22 (2014) 1559e1567 1565volunteers22. Two studies that also used the cones sodium MRI
sequence for a short-term variability study reported CVs of
2.2e13.8%23 and 3.0e8.6%24; however, our study additionally
measures long-term variability and post-processing variability in
healthy volunteers only23,24.By gathering these nine types of variability, we discovered
several trends that provide insight into the potential sources of
variability for in vivo cartilage studies and the regions of cartilage
that may have the greatest variation. For example, long-term intra-
subject variability trended towards being worse than moderate-
term or short-term intra-subject variability. The inter-observer
variability also trended towards being worse than intra-observer
or adjacent-slice variability. Comparing the short-term intra-sub-
ject CVRMS values, the medial anterior tibial region was the most
variable ROI for the T1r measurements, the medial posterior tibial
region was the most variable ROI for the T2 measurements, and the
lateral anterior femoral region was the most variable ROI for the
sodium measurements. The medial anterior femoral region is
typically the smallest ROI and may include partial volume artifacts
due to nearby joint ﬂuid, so these factors may account for the
increased variability. T1r measurements were the least variable,
followed by the T2 measurements, and then ﬁnally the sodium
measurements.
For the intra-session variability, the low CVs for T1r and T2 were
expected; however, we did observe that sodiumwas more variable
and had higher CVs than predicted. Consecutive scans were the
least variable, and when we repositioned the subject, we observed
greater variation. For the single ninth volunteer, the measurements
were relatively consistent, as expected for a short-term intra-sub-
ject consecutive scan, and the CVs are about half that of the average
numbers for the group of eight volunteers for T1r and T2 (Fig. 5). For
the sodium measurements, the CVs for the single volunteer were
surprisingly about the same as the CVs for the group of volunteers
over the short term. Therefore, it appears that intrinsic MRI noise is
a substantial source of variation in sodiumMRI. Possible reasons for
high noise for the single volunteer is that the subject's knee was
smaller than most other subjects, so the knee may not have loaded
the sodium coil as well as the larger volunteers, thereby reducing
SNR and affecting the CVmore than the proton measurements with
the 8-channel knee coil.
We performed Monte Carlo simulations because we found
during the consecutive scans, with no repositioning or other
external inﬂuences, that there are remaining variations of about
1e2%. Therefore, we felt it was important to explore the potential
source of the remaining variation that may be inevitable with MRI.
While some of this could possibly be attributed to patient move-
ment, the Monte Carlo simulation results suggest that MRI noise
may limit the lowest CV measurements, for these techniques, given
the current typical SNRs of the source images to ranges of 0.7e2.3%.
Noise may be more dominant with the sodium measurements,
compared to the T1r and T2 measurements, as a source of variation.
Figure 6 demonstrates that the remaining variation could be
considered an approximate lower bound of variability.
Many studies have experimentally ﬁt equations that mathe-
matically relate the MR parameters with the macromolecules. For
example, one group ﬁt experimental data for T1r and T2 at 8.5 T, and
found T1r ¼ 1.7e0.06[GAG], T1r ¼ 1.6e0.17[Collagen] and T2 ¼ 1.1e0.07
[GAG], T2 ¼ 1.1e0.17[Collagen], demonstrating the inverse association
between T1r or T2, and GAG or collagen43. As the GAG or collagen
content decreases, T1r and T2 should increase. The sodium con-
centration has been shown to be mathematically related to GAG by
the equation, FCD¼[GAG]/251.25, where FCD is the ﬁxed charged
density of the negatively charged GAG, counterbalanced by the
positively charged Naþ ions44. The FCD is demonstrated to be
related to the sodium concentration by the equation,
FCD ¼ ð½NaþSF2=½NaþtissueÞ  ½Naþtissue, where SF is the synovial ﬂuid
sodium concentration in the image near cartilage44. There is a high
correlation between the FCD from the sodium MRI and PG loss
(slope ¼ 0.89 and R2 ¼ 0.81), showing the direct correlation be-
tween sodium MRI and GAG13.
C.D. Jordan et al. / Osteoarthritis and Cartilage 22 (2014) 1559e15671566While this study only considered healthy volunteers, these
techniques are designed for patients with OA and other musculo-
skeletal disorders, and the variability is likely to increase. A multi-
center study of T1r and T2 measurements, which included 18
healthy volunteers, 16 mild OA patients, and 16 moderate OA pa-
tients scanned four times over a 2-month period, demonstrated
that the reproducibility of T1rwas somewhat lower with increasing
grades of OA, and the reproducibility was more consistent for T2
measurements across the three grades of cartilage health18. A
recent study of sodium MRI showed that the testeretest variability
in sodium MRI was similar between 15 patients with OA and ﬁve
age and sex matched healthy controls for two MRI sessions on the
same day23. However, over a longer period of several years, patients
with OA may have more substantial degradation of the cartilage,
and the variability of the measurements would likely worsen.
Technical factors may be one source of variability. For example,
the T2 measurements from quantitative DESS are particularly sen-
sitive to noise, as the second echo of the high diffusion/low ﬂip
angle acquisition typically has a low SNR. For sodium measure-
ments, subjects of different sizes may have different SNR. Standard
deviations may be large in an individual ROI if there are any partial
volume artifacts including ﬂuid or bone, although we attempted to
avoid this by manually reshaping the ROI to avoid such artifacts.
Magic angle effects are present, but knee position was similar be-
tween timepoints.
This study was designed to estimate the variability of quanti-
tative MRI measurements at commonly collected timepoints in
longitudinal OA studies. A limitation of this study is that we could
not assess the effect of time on the quantitative data. Another
limitation is the lack of direct comparison between these novel
techniques presented and published sequences. A ﬁnal limitation
of this work is that we did not include phantom experiments that
may help estimate the underlying variability due to human sub-
jects. Future studies with more subjects could be designed to
assess the change in quantitative metrics over time in both
healthy volunteers and OA patients and comparisons to standard
MRI techniques.
In conclusion, our CVRMS measurements are lower than most
previously measured changes in OA. CubeQuant T1r, quantitative
DESS T2, and 3D cones sodium MRI may therefore be sufﬁciently
sensitive for detecting changes resulting from OA.Author contributions
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